LETTER TO PARENTS
Science News
Dear Parents,
Our kindergarten class is beginning a science unit called Trees. We will be observing
and comparing the trees in our schoolyard. We will also be caring for a live tree in
the classroom and planting it in a few weeks. Your child may come home with lots of
information and questions about trees and their parts.
You can join in the tree study by taking your child for walks in your neighborhood to
observe trees and other plants and to compare how they are alike and how they are
different. For example, see if you can find two trees of the same kind. How were you able
to tell they were the same kind? Which trees lose their leaves in the fall and which keep
them all year? Look closely at the leaves. What shape are they? Do the trees have buds,
flowers, fruit, or seeds? By making this close examination of trees, you might notice things
about trees that you never thought about before.
Your child’s homework assignment is to gather some tree leaves to press at school. Please
help your child gather six or eight leaves. Put them in a small plastic bag to keep them
fresh on the way to school. Thank you.
		

Sincerely,

Science News
Dear Parents,
Our kindergarten class is beginning a science unit called Trees. We will be observing
and comparing the trees in our schoolyard. We will also be caring for a live tree in
the classroom and planting it in a few weeks. Your child may come home with lots of
information and questions about trees and their parts.
You can join in the tree study by taking your child for walks in your neighborhood to
observe trees and other plants and to compare how they are alike and how they are
different. For example, see if you can find two trees of the same kind. How were you able
to tell they were the same kind? Which trees lose their leaves in the fall and which keep
them all year? Look closely at the leaves. What shape are they? Do the trees have buds,
flowers, fruit, or seeds? By making this close examination of trees, you might notice things
about trees that you never thought about before.
Your child’s homework assignment is to gather some tree leaves to press at school. Please
help your child gather six or eight leaves. Put them in a small plastic bag to keep them
fresh on the way to school. Thank you.
		

Sincerely,
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 1—Teacher Sheet

Center Instruction Card
Looking at Schoolyard Trees
Materials

Oak-tree poster with labels
Pine-tree poster with labels
Tree-trunk rounds
Guide the investigation

1. Take Students Outside.  Go on a schoolyard
walk. Visit five or six different kinds of trees.
2.   Guide Observations with Questions.
• How do you know that this is a tree?
• What can you tell me about this tree?
• Do you think this is an old tree or a young tree?
• How can you tell?
• How does the tree feel?
• How does it smell?
• Can you find anything on the ground that might have come from the tree?
• What do the leaves look like?
• Is this tree like any others you can see in the schoolyard?
3.   Discuss the Parts of a Tree.  As you continue to visit trees, discuss the various parts of
trees. Include the trunk, branches, leaves, and roots.
4.   Enjoy Sitting under a Tree.  After visiting several trees, have the group sit down under
one of the trees. Have students
• Look up through the leaves. Is the sun peeking through the leaves?
• Follow the tree trunk from the ground up to a branch, and all the way to the end of
a twig.
• Pass around the tree rounds so students can see what the trunk looks like inside.
• Look for animals such as birds, squirrels, or ants that might be on the trunk,
branches, or leaves of the tree.
5.   Use the Tree Posters. Label the parts of trees using the tree posters. Start with the
poster that looks most like the tree you are sitting under. Call one student at a time to
take a label from the pocket on the poster and stick it to the poster in the appropriate
place.
6.   Discuss How People Use Trees. Ask students to discuss how humans use trees as a
resource.
• Trees can provide shade for a cool place to rest.
• They can provide food.
• They give beauty to the environment.
• They can be cut into lumber to build homes and furniture.
• They can be cut into logs to provide fuel for fires.
Vocabulary

Try to include these words in discussions: branch, broadleaf, conifer, leaf, root, trunk,
twig.
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 2—Teacher Sheet

SELECTING AND CARING FOR A TREE
Choosing a Tree

FOSS recommends planting a mulberry tree so you will have a supply of leaves when
students study silkworms in second grade. A fruitless mulberry is available in many parts
of California. If you already have mulberry trees in the schoolyard, consult your local
nursery worker for another type of tree that would be appropriate. You should inquire
about native species or a noninvasive species. Do your scouting a week or two ahead;
some trees need to be ordered.
Selecting a Healthy Tree

Choose from the nursery a tree that looks healthy and has good foliage. Make sure it
isn’t root-bound and doesn’t have crowded roots. If the tree is root-bound, you’ll see
roots growing above the soil and through the drain holes of the container. If the roots are
crowded, the top of the tree will be unusually large, the trunk may be leggy, and you’ll see
dead twigs or branches.
Finding the Right Location for the Tree

Find a place for your tree where it will get full sun in well-drained soil. It should not be
planted where it will be standing in water for long periods of time. Give your mulberry
lots of room; it can spread and grow to a height of 10 m (30’).
Planting the Tree

1. Dig a hole twice the width of the
container, and 2–5 cm (1”–2”) less
than the soil level in the container.
It is important to plant the tree high
to avoid crown rot of the roots.
Roughen the sides of the hole to
make it easier for the roots to penetrate.
2. Fill the planting hole with water,
and let the water drain away.
3. Take the tree out of the container by
gently pulling. If it does not come
out easily, cut the sides of the
container. It is important not to
shake the tree too much, to prevent
root damage. Loosen the containerbound roots before planting.
4. Set the tree in the hole and fill the
hole halfway with soil. Adjust the
tree so it is sitting straight in the
hole and give it some water.
5. Finish adding soil, completely
filling in the hole, and water once
more. Newly planted trees require
frequent watering. After 6 weeks or
so, the roots will have grown
sufficiently to require less water.
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 3—Teacher Sheet

A Tree Comes to Class
NOTE: Choose names for the
children in the story that are not
names of children in your class.

Introduce poster 1 here. 			

I

t was Tuesday morning. Michael bounded down the stairs and
hurried into the kitchen. He had put on his best shirt and his
new sneakers. He was more excited today than he had been in a
long time.
“Whoa,” said his mother. “What is so special today? You’re all dressed
up and in a big hurry. Usually I have to call you at least three times
before you’ll get ready for school.”
Michael sat in his chair at the table and put his favorite cereal in his
bowl. “Today is a special day, Mom. Mr. Garcia said we are going to
get a baby tree in our class. And we are going to plant it at our school
in a couple of weeks.”
“I’m glad your class gets to plant a tree,” said Michael’s mom. “What
kind of tree are you going to plant?”
“I don’t know. Maybe it will be a...umm...” Michael looked out the
window and saw a big pine tree in the backyard. “Maybe it will be a
pine tree..., but I don’t know for sure.”
Michael ate his breakfast faster than usual. He didn’t want to be late for
the bus today.
Michael put the sandwich his mom had prepared into his lunchbox. He
added some carrot sticks and selected a beautiful red apple from the
basket on the table.
“You know,” said Michael’s dad, “that apple grew on a tree.”
Michael thought, “Hmmm, apples grow on trees. I wonder if Mr.
Garcia will bring us an apple tree.”
Michael grabbed his lunch and headed out the door with his dad.
He could see two trees by the street where he waited for the bus. He
turned to his dad and asked, “What kind of trees are those by the edge
of our street?”
“I’m not really sure,” said his dad, “but I do know that they give lots of
nice shade in the summer.”

Introduce poster 2 here.

NOTE: Ask students to name as
many kinds of trees as possible. Tell
them that the trees they mentioned
might be coming to Michael’s class,
but you will have to read on to find
out.

Michael wondered if Mr. Garcia would bring a baby shade tree to plant
at school.
Just then the school bus rolled around the corner. Michael ran to the
bus stop and climbed on board. On the way to school he saw trees
everywhere. He never noticed before how many different kinds of trees
there were.
[Pause—see sidebar.]
Today was a very special day for Michael’s class. Each year, Mr.
Garcia’s kindergarten class got a baby tree to plant on the school
grounds. This had been happening for 5 years, and along one side of
the school grounds there now stood five trees, each one a different size.
When all of the children had arrived and were seated on the rug, Mr.
Garcia asked, “Who remembers why this is a special day?”
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 4—Teacher Sheet

Everybody’s hand went up as high as they could reach. Mr. Garcia
called on Shawna, and she said, “Because we get a tree today!”
Cory added, “And we get to have it right here in our room.”
“That’s right,” said Mr. Garcia. He walked over to the corner and
brought out a big can with a baby tree in it.
“Oooooo,” exclaimed all of the children at the same time.
When the students saw their tree, they had many questions. Michael
wanted to know what kind of tree it was. Beth asked how the tree got
there. Shawna wanted to know if it really was a tree because the trunk
was so skinny, and Cory wondered if the tree was a living thing and
what it would need to grow.
Mr. Garcia told the students, “This tree is a mulberry tree. It came from
the Sunshine Tree Farm on the other side of town.”
“A mulberry tree!” thought Michael. “I wonder what a mulberry tree
looks like when it gets big.”
All of the students were happy to have a mulberry tree as a new
member of the class.
[Pause—see sidebar.]
At lunchtime, Mr. Garcia asked Michael if he would like to take the tree
outside for some sun. Mr. Garcia helped Michael lift the little tree into
the wagon. Mrs. Yee, the principal, saw Michael and said, “I see you’ve
got a mulberry tree and you’re going to be planting it in the schoolyard
soon.”
“That’s right!” said Michael. “I wonder where we should plant it. What
about over there by those big shade trees?”
“That would be a good place,” said Mrs. Yee. “A hose would reach
far enough so you’d be able to water it. And those big mulberry trees
would keep it company.”

Introduce poster 3 here.
NOTE: Ask students if they can
think of other questions the
students might have asked Mr. Garcia about the tree. Make a list of the
questions to use to study your class
tree in the weeks ahead.

Introduce poster 4 here.

“Those are mulberry trees? You mean our little tree will look like that
someday?”
Michael looked at the big trees and tried to imagine the little tree
growing up to be that big. They were so wide and tall. Michael
suddenly realized that the big mulberry trees looked just like the shade
trees in front of his house. He smiled.
That evening Michael was waiting for his dad to come home from work.
When he saw him coming, Michael ran to the door.
“Dad, the shade trees by our street are mulberry trees! Mrs. Yee showed
me a big mulberry tree at school and it is just like our trees.”
Michael’s dad looked at the trees. “You know what?” he said. “I bet
that’s why they call this Mulberry Street!” Michael and his dad looked
at each other and laughed.
After a minute Michael got an idea and said, “Hey Dad, you know
what?”
“What?”
“Let’s go take a walk on Pine Street. I bet I know what kind of trees
grow by the street there!”
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NOTE: Ask students what kind
of trees they think grow on Pine
Street.
Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 5—Teacher Sheet

Center Instruction Card
Tree Puzzles
Materials

Tree puzzles
Plastic puzzle frames
Puzzle reference sheets
Set Up the Center

Set the puzzles and puzzle frames out on a large
table where students will have plenty of room to
work.
Guide the investigation

1.   Demonstrate the Puzzles.  Show students how to fit
the puzzles into the plastic frames if the teacher has
not already done so. Tell them that the puzzles are
tricky because all the pieces are the same size and
shape. The only way to put the puzzles together is
to look carefully at the shape of the trees. Some of the puzzles have six pieces; others
have nine.
2.   Use the Reference Sheets.  If students seem to be having difficulty putting a puzzle
together, suggest they put the reference sheet under the plastic frame.  
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally
in context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with
students.			
		 compare
		 shape
		 silhouette
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 6—Teacher Sheet

TREE-SILHOUETTE CARDS
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 7—Teacher Sheet

Center Instruction Card
Tree-Silhouette cards
Materials

Sets of Tree-Silhouette Cards
TREE-SILHOUETTE CARDS

Set Up the Center

Have the sets of Tree-Silhouette Cards ready to
distribute.
Guide the investigation

1. Distribute the Cards.  Give each pair of
students two sets of cards.
2.   Begin.  To play Match the Cards, have
students
a. Turn all the cards face down.
b. The first player turns over two cards, one
at a time.
c. If they match, the player gets to keep the
cards, and the next player takes a turn.
d. If they don’t match, players turn the cards
back over, and the next player takes a
turn.
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 7—Teacher Sheet

e. Play until all the matches have been found.
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used
naturally in context within the investigation. Try to include these words in
discussions with students.
		

compare

		

shape

		

silhouette
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 8—Teacher Sheet

Center Instruction Card
Tree-Part Cards
Materials

Sets of tree-part cards, 15 cards/set
Picture card
TREE
Word card

TREE
Reference
card
Set Up the Center

Keep the sets of cards in zip bags. Have them ready to hand out to students.
Guide the investigation

1.   Distribute the Cards.  Give each pair of students one set of cards to work with.
2.   Use the Cards.  Let students take the cards out of the zip bags and begin to match
them without giving them assistance. If students have trouble getting started, suggest
that they lay out all the reference cards, and then lay the picture and word cards on top
of the reference cards.
3. Match without the Reference Cards. If after several practice sessions students feel
confident that they can match the word card to the picture card without the reference
cards, let them do that. They can use the reference card to check their own work.
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally in
context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with students.
		

branch

		

leaf

		

root

		

trunk
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 9—Teacher Sheet

Tree-Part Booklet
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 10—Teacher Sheet

TREE-PART LABELS
This sheet will provide labels for four tree-part booklets.

Tree
leaves
branches
trunk
roots
Tree
leaves
branches
trunk
roots
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leaves
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trunk
roots
Tree
leaves
branches
trunk
roots
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 11—Teacher Sheet

Center Instruction Card
Tree-Part Booklets
TREE-PART BOOKLET

Materials

Sheets showing four trees
Sets of tree-part labels
Blank cover sheet (4” ✕ 4.75”)
Scissors
Glue
Stapler
Crayons

Tree
leaves
branches
trunk

Set Up the Center

roots

Have the materials at one end of a
table, ready to hand out as needed.
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 10—Student Sheet

Guide the investigation

1. Distribute the Sheets.  Give each student a sheet showing four trees, and a set
of labels. Have them cut the trees sheet on the dashed lines to make four smaller
sheets. Have them cut the labels on the dashed lines.
2.   Match the Labels and Trees.  Have students match the labels to the tree pictures
and glue the appropriate label on each picture. They can color the trees if they
wish.
3.   Staple the Booklet.  Staple the four pages of labeled trees together with a blank
sheet on the front to make a booklet.
4. Finish the Booklet.  Have students paste the word Tree on the front page and draw
a picture of a tree for the cover.
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used
naturally in context within the investigation. Try to include these words in
discussions with students.
		

branch

		

leaf

		

root

		

trunk
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 12—Teacher Sheet

TREE OBSERVATIONS
Date_ __________________________________ Location_ ________________________________________________
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 13—Teacher Sheet

Center Instruction Card
Adopt Schoolyard Trees
Materials

Camera
Clipboard
Scissors
Paper

Permanent marking pen
String
Tree Observations sheets
Crayons

Guide the investigation

1. Go on a Mini–Field Trip.  Take a group on a walk around the schoolyard. Discuss the
trees that students see. As they look at the trees, ask questions.
•

How many trees do we have in the schoolyard?

•

Are they all the same kind? How do you know?

•

Can you find two that are the same kind?

•

Can you find two that are different kinds?

About particular trees, ask,
•

What can you tell me about this tree?

•

Does the tree have any scars?

•

Do you think this is an old tree or a young tree? How can you tell?

•

Do you notice anything unusual about this tree?

•

Look at the area shaded by the tree. Is it different from other areas that receive full sunlight?

•

Would you like to adopt this tree?

2.   Adopt a Tree.  When you arrive at the tree that students have decided to adopt, make
some specific observations.
• Look carefully at the leaves and bark.
• Try to reach around the trunk of the tree. Find out how many students must hold
hands to reach around a big tree.
• Take a picture of the tree with students gathered around.
• Wrap a string around the trunk of the tree, mark the spot with a permanent marking
pen (so it can be measured again in the spring), and cut the string to record the tree’s
circumference.
• Make crayon rubbings of bark patterns. Have two students hold a piece of paper
firmly against a tree while a third rubs the side of a peeled crayon on the paper.
• Gather a few samples (leaves, seeds, cones, etc.) from the tree for a scrapbook.
Vocabulary

Try to include these words in discussions: adopt, pattern, rubbing, scar.
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Investigation 1: Fall Trees
No. 14—Teacher Sheet

Center Instruction Card
Leaf Walk
Materials

Zip bags
Phone books or catalogs
Scratch paper and tape or self-stick notes
Set Up the Center

Prepare to take students outside. Take the zip bags with you. Have phone books or
catalogs, and scratch paper and tape or self-stick notes at the center table to use when
you come back inside.
Guide the investigation

1.   Visit Schoolyard Trees.  Take students outside. As you visit a variety of trees, guide
students’ observations by asking questions.
• Where are the leaves?
• What color are they?
• Where do they grow on the branch?
• Are all of the leaves the same size and shape?
• What do you think happens to the leaves when the wind blows?
• What do you think happens to the leaves when it rains?
• What happens to the leaves during the day? At night?
2.   Pick Up Leaves.  Give each student a zip bag and tell students their challenge is to find
leaves from six different trees. Remind them to pick the leaves off the ground rather
than pulling them off a tree. When students have their leaves, return to the classroom.
3. Work at the Center.  Have students work in pairs to match the leaves they gathered.
For example, ask students to find a leaf that is the same color as one a partner has.
Suggestions for matching include color, size, shape, smell, edge, and tip.
4.   Press the Leaves.  Have each student put his or her leaves on a different page of a
phone book or catalog. Label the pages by having students write their names on small
pieces of scratch paper or self-stick notes and sticking them to the edges of the pages, so
that they extend outside the book like index tabs.  
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally in
context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with
students.
		
		
		
		

branch
different
edge		
hear		

leaf		
point		
see		
senses

shape		
taste
size		
tip
smell		
touch
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Investigation 2: Leaves
No. 15—Teacher Sheet

Name_ ___________________________________ Date___________________

LEAF SHAPES
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Investigation 2: Leaves
No. 16—Teacher Sheet

GEOMETRIC SHAPES A
NOTE:  Copy this sheet, then cut and paste the shapes you need to complete teacher sheet no. 16, Leaf Shapes.

Heart

Line

Spear
Egg
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Investigation 2: Leaves
No. 17—Teacher Sheet

GEOMETRIC SHAPES B
NOTE:  Copy this sheet, then cut and paste the shapes you need to complete teacher sheet no. 16, Leaf Shapes.

Paddle
Oval

Wedge

Round
Triangle
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186

Center Instruction Card
Leaf Shapes
Materials

Sage Willow

Two sets of green felt leaves (9/set)
One set of yellow felt geometric shapes (6/set)
Box or shopping bag
Flannel board
Assortment of tree leaves
Teacher sheets called Leaf Shapes
White glue

Alternate-leaf
Dogwood

Paper
Birch

Hawthorn

Black Willow

Gray
Birch

Madrone
Live
Oak

Set Up the Center

Set up the flannel board where students can reach it.
Have the sets of felt leaves and shapes in a box. Have the Leaf
Shape sheets, tree leaves, and white glue at a table ready
to use.

Large-leaf
Magnolia

Guide the investigation

1. Show the First Set of Leaves.  Take out one set of felt leaf silhouettes and place
them on the flannel board one at a time. Have students compare the similarities
and differences of the leaves as you put each new one on the board. Ask students if
they think the leaves could all come from the same tree if they were real leaves.
2. Match the Leaf Shapes.  Take out one of the leaves from the second set. Ask a
student to find the leaf on the flannel board that matches, and place the new leaf on
top of it. Match all the leaves from the second set to the leaves on the flannel board.
3. Introduce the Geometric Shapes.  Take out the triangle and see if students can
tell you its name. Put it on the flannel board and ask students if they can find a
leaf that is about the same shape. Have one student choose a felt leaf that is the
same shape and put it on top of the triangle. Continue this process with the other
geometric shapes. (The line, triangle, and oval have two felt leaves that match.)
4. Introduce the Leaf Shapes Sheet.  Send students to a table and give each of them
a Leaf Shapes sheet. Tell them to find real leaves that match the shapes on the sheet
and then glue them on the shape on the sheet. When students finish, set the sheets
in a safe place to dry.
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally
in context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with
students.
		
		
		

egg		
heart		
line		

oval		
paddle
round		

spear							
triangle
wedge
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Investigation 2: Leaves
No. 19—Teacher Sheet

PART 4: LEAF SILHOUETTES AND OUTLINES
PART 2: FELT LEAF SHAPES

KEY TO LEAF NAMES A
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Investigation 2: Leaves
No. 20—Teacher Sheet

CARDS FOR COMPARING LEAVES
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Investigation 2: Leaves
No. 21—Teacher Sheet

Center Instruction Card
Comparing Leaves
Materials

Cards for comparing leaves
Whistle or bell
NOTE: Ask the teacher if you should bring the leaves that students find back to the 		
classroom after the activity, or leave them outside.
Guide the investigation

1.   Explain the Investigation.  Before taking students outside, set some rules.
• Trees are alive and need to be treated gently.
• Look for leaves on the ground.
• When the signal is sounded, come back to home base as quickly as possible.
2. Go Outside.  Tell students to follow you to a home base and sit down quietly. Once
outside, describe the boundary limits, and explain the signal you will use for attention.
3.   Distribute the Cards.  Give each student a card for comparing leaves. Tell students to
compare the size of the leaf on the card to real leaves in the schoolyard. They should
find a leaf that is longer than the leaf on the card.
4.   Begin the Hunt.  Say “Go” to send students on their way. Give them 2 or 3 minutes to
find their leaves, then sound the signal for them to return. Have them share the leaves
they found and then put them in one pile.
5.   Give More Challenges. Follow the same procedure and ask students to find leaves that
are smaller, shorter, fatter, skinnier, or lobed, or have different edges (smooth or
serrated).
6.   Return to the Classroom.  Bring the leaves back to the classroom if they’re needed.
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally in
context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with
students.
		

bigger		

same

		

different

serrated

		

fatter		

shorter		

		

lobed 		

skinnier

		

longer		

smaller
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Investigation 2: Leaves
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Center Instruction Card
Leaf Silhouettes and Outlines

Materials

Sets of leaf silhouettes and outlines in zip bags
Set Up the Center

Have the sets of silhouettes and outlines ready to hand out.
Guide the investigation

Match Leaf Silhouettes and Outlines.  Give each student or pair of students a set of leaf
silhouettes and outlines. Have them lay the silhouettes out on a table or the floor, then
lay the matching outlines on top of the silhouettes.  
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally
in context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with
students.
		

outline			

		

silhouette
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Investigation 2: Leaves
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Center Instruction Card
Leaf-Silhouette Games

Materials

Sets of leaf silhouettes
NOTE: There are two sets of leaf silhouettes. Some have leaves in two sizes, and some
have leaves that are all the same size. Each set has a long strip of six leaves plus a set of
individual cards.
Set Up the Center

Have the sets of leaf-silhouette cards ready to hand out.
Guide the investigation

Introduce the Games.  Have students play What Matches? or What’s Missing?
a. To play What Matches? have students set out the reference strip, then lay out the
individual cards in random order. Have them find the matching cards and lay
them on top of the leaf silhouettes on the long reference strip.
b. To play What’s Missing? have the students set out the reference strip and lay out
the individual cards in random order. Have one student close his or her eyes while
a partner takes one of the cards away. Then the student whose eyes were closed
tries to figure out which card is missing.
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally
in context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with
students.
		

big

matching

		

little missing
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PART 5: LEAF SILHOUETTES—BIG AND LITTLE
PART 5: LEAF SILHOUETTES—SAME SIZE

KEY TO LEAF NAMES B
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Center Instruction Card
Leaf Books
Materials
		

		
		
		
		

Half sheets of paper
White glue
Stapler
Pressed leaves in phone books or catalogs
Pencils or marking pens

Set Up the Center

Put all the materials in the center of a large
table where students can reach them.
Guide the investigation

1.   Introduce the Investigation.  Use the
pressed leaves in the phone books or
catalogs for students to make leaf books.
Be sure to use the student’s leaves that are
identified as his or hers. Have students
choose four to six different leaves and glue
each leaf on a separate half sheet of paper.
Staple all the pages together when students are finished, to make leaf books.
2.   Add Descriptions.  Have students dictate words or short sentences that describe
each leaf. Write students’ words on the pages with the leaves.
vocabulary
The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used
naturally in context within the investigation. Try to include these words in
discussions with students.
		

Leaf shapes: egg, heart, line, oval, paddle, round, spear, triangle, wedge

		

Leaf colors

		

Names for edges: lobed, serrated, smooth
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Center Instruction Card
What Comes from a FALl Tree?
Materials
		

		

Zip bags
Sorting chart

Set Up the Center

Put the chart at the center. Take the zip bags outside with the
group.
Guide the investigation

1.   Go Outside.  Give each student a zip bag and tell students to make a
collection of ten things they find under trees. Set specific boundaries so students
know exactly what the limits are for their search. While walking with students,
make your own collection of as many seeds as you can find. When students have
their items, return to the center.
2.   Sort the Tree Items. Back in the classroom, help students sort their collections into
categories on the chart (seeds, leaves, twigs, other, not from a tree).
•

Which did we find the most of?

•

Do you think we would find different things if we did this in the winter? In the spring?

•

What was placed in the “not from a tree” column?

•

How could you find out which tree these things came from?

Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used
naturally in context within the investigation. Try to include these words in
discussions with students.
		

leaf

		

other 		

		

seed
twig
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Center Instruction Card
Food from Trees
Materials

Edible fruits and nuts
Paper towels			
Knife				
Drawing paper		

Tape or glue			
Crayons and pencils
Nutcracker
Bag of seeds

Set Up the Center

Keep all the materials near you at the center to be
distributed as needed.
Guide the investigation

1.   Review Seeds from the Fall. Distribute some of the seeds you and students
collected on their schoolyard walk. Let students explore the seeds and compare the
shapes and sizes. Ask,
•

What color are the seeds?

•

Are there holes in any seeds?

•

Are some cases missing seeds?

•

What do you think happened to them?

2.   Show Students Fruits and Nuts.  Show students the fruits and nuts you brought to
class. Explain that they all come from trees. Open a few of the fruits and nuts and
ask students to see what they can find inside. Give each student a paper towel and
piece of a fruit that includes the seed.
3. Record the Findings. Have each student draw the fruit on a piece of paper, then
tape or glue a seed next to the drawing. Combine all the drawings into one class
poster.
4. Eat the Fruit. Invite students to taste the different fruits. Cut pieces from the fruits
that students observed and serve them to the group.
Vocabulary
The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used
naturally in context within the investigation. Try to include these words in
discussions with students.
		

food

		

fruit		

		

nut				

		

shell		
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Center Instruction Card
Visiting Adopted Trees
Materials

Outdoors,
every season
Camera
Scrapbook

Indoors,
every season
Crayons
Marking pens
Tree-drawing
folders

Outdoors,
fall and spring
String
Scissors

Indoors,
spring only
Tree-trunk rounds

EVERY SEASON

• On the walk, each group of students visits one adopted tree to look for evidence of
seasonal change. Let students do the telling; your questions will help them focus
on different parts of the tree.
• After the walk, students draw their tree in their tree-drawing folders. When they
finish, draw a circle somewhere on their paper so they can draw a close-up view
of a leaf or twig (in winter). Visit each student to listen to and write his or her
descriptions.
IN THE FALL

• Look for any seeds, cones, fruits, or nuts. Pull down a twig and carefully remove a
leaf at its base. Have each student examine the cut where the leaf was attached. Is
it wet or dry? What is the shape of the cut? Mark the twig by tying a string around
it so students can observe how it changes through the seasons. Make the mark easy
to find in the future. Take a fall tree photo.
IN THE WINTER

• Find the twig that you marked with string in the fall and let each student look at
it closely. Have students search for the buds, leaf scars, and growth rings on their
tree’s twigs. Before returning to the classroom, discuss any changes they notice
about their tree. Take a winter tree photo.
IN THE SPRING

• At the tree, find the twig that you marked with string in the fall. Look for evidence
of growth—new green twigs, leaves, buds, or flowers. If the tree is flowering, cut
one flowering twig and bring it into the classroom. Has the tree grown? Look for
the mark around the trunk showing where you measured the tree in the fall. Use
the string to measure around the same spot.
• At the center, compare the spring trunk measurement to the fall measurement in
the scrapbook. Bring out the tree-trunk rounds and have students describe the area
between the bark and the inner wood. Explain that this is where the tree grows.
The rings are layers of wood that the tree grew each year.
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weather symbols
Cut symbols apart and place in cups or envelopes for daily use with class calendar.

snowysunny
sunny

cloudy
cloudy rainysunnyrainy sunny
cloudy
cloudy
sunnysnowy
foggysunnyrainyfoggy snowysunny
rainyfoggy
rainy
snowy
snowy
rainy
rainy
sunny
snowy
sunny

cloudy
rainy cloudy

cloudy
rainy cloudy foggysunnyrainy
sunny
rainy
snowy
sunnysnowy
sunnyrainy
rainy
snowy
sunnyfoggy
snowy
foggy

snowysunny
sunny

cloudy
cloudy
sunnysnowy
sunnyrainy
sunny
rainy
snowy
foggysunny
snowy
rainyfoggy
rainyfoggy snowysunny
rainy
sunny
snowy
sunny

foggysnowy
cloudy

foggysnowy
cloudy

foggysnowy
cloudy

foggysnowy
cloudy

foggy

foggy

foggy

foggy

partly

cloudy
overcast

rainy
rainy

sunny
cloudy foggysunnyrainy
cloudy sunnysnowy
rainyfoggy
snowy sunnyfoggy
snowy snowy

rainy

cloudy
overcast

cloudy cloudy

rainy
sunnyrainy

overcast

overcast

cloudy
overcast

cloudy cloudy
rainy
rainy

partly

partly

partly

partly

overcast

cloudy
overcast

cloudy rainysunnyrainy sunny snowy
cloudy
cloudy
cloudy
sunny
rainy
snowy
rainyfoggy snowy sunny
snowyrainy
foggysunny
foggy
snowy
sunny
sunny foggy snowycloudy
rainy
rainy

rainy

overcast

cloudy
overcast

Investigation 3: Trees through the Seasons
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foggy

overcast
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Center Instruction Card
winter Evergreen Hunt

Materials

Evergreen cards or sample bags
Whistle or bell
Guide the investigation

1.   Look at Trees Outside.  Have students bundle up and follow you outside. Note the
trees that have leaves and those that don’t. Look at the leaves of each evergreen tree
you pass. Ask,
• Does this tree have needles, scales, or leaves?
2. Introduce the Evergreen Samples. Call students together at a home base away from
any particular tree. Give each student one of the evergreen samples and tell students
to try to find a tree that has the same leaves, needles, or scales as their sample. When
they find the matching tree, they should stand by it. When you blow your whistle (or
make another loud signal), they should come back to home base.
3.   Let the Hunt Begin.  Have students swap samples and find a new tree. Send students
off to find the trees that match their evergreen samples. When everyone has found a
match, blow the whistle to bring them back.
• How are these (needles, scales, or leaves) different from those on another tree?
• Do we have more evergreen trees in the schoolyard or more trees that lose their leaves?
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally in
context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with students.
evergreen
lose
needle
scale			
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Center Instruction Card
Winter Twigs

Bud

Materials

Our Very Own Tree book
Twig cross sections
White glue			

Tree-trunk rounds
Split twigs		
Transparent tape

Leaf
scar

Loupes
Twigs
Scrapbook 		

Growth ring

Set Up the Center

Keep all the materials near the center. You will start with
the book.
Guide the investigation

1. Introduce Twigs. Read page 4 from Our Very Own Tree. Discuss
how to tell a branch from a twig.
2. Observe Winter Twigs.  Give each student a twig and discuss gentle handling
of the twigs.
3. Discuss Observations.  Give students time to observe their twig. Ask,
•

What do you see at the tip of the twig? [Bud.]

•

Can you find any other buds on the twig? [Along the sides.]

•

What else do you see on the twig? [Scars.]

Show students the twig with the leaves. Remove a leaf and let each student observe the
cut. Have them compare the cut to the leaf scars on their twigs.
4. Look for Growth Rings. Ask students to look at their twig, starting at the tip and
continuing down. Ask if they see a circle or ring that goes around the twig. Explain
that this is the growth ring that shows how much the tree or twig grew last year. Let
students trade twigs with a partner to look for growth rings.
5. Examine the Cross Sections.  Distribute the twig cross sections, the split twigs, the treetrunk rounds, and the loupes. Let students observe and compare the wood inside.
•

What is the color of the wood inside? Is there only one color inside?

•

Where does the bark start? Is it thick or thin?

•

How does it smell?

6. Add Twigs to the Scrapbook.  Let each group add a twig to the scrapbook. Have
students help you label the parts and add their comments. Save room for a spring twig
later.
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally in
context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with
students.
		
		

bark		
branch

bud		
growth ring
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Center Instruction Card
Forcing spring Twigs
Materials

Twigs			

Scrapbook		

Soda-bottle vases

Water		

Tape
Set Up the Center

Have all the materials near the center.
Guide the investigation

1.   Observe the Spring Twigs.  Give each student a spring twig
to observe. Bring out the scrapbook and have students compare
the spring twigs to the winter twigs. Ask,
•

How are the spring twigs different from the winter twigs?

•

Can you find spring growth rings?

•

Can you find the end bud?

•

Can you find other buds?

•

Are the buds the same size as they were in the winter?

2.   Put the Twigs in Vases.  Have students put twigs from one kind of tree in a soda-bottle
vase. Tape one twig to the outside of the vase for later comparison. Ask students what
they think might happen.
The water and warmth of the room will stimulate some twigs to develop—a process
called forcing. Buds may continue to swell, and the bud scales may fall off. The buds
may open to reveal flowers or leaves.
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally in
context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with
students.
		

blossom

		

end bud

		

flower

		

forcing

		

growth ring

		

scar

		

swollen
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Center Instruction Card
spring Bark Hunt
Materials

Matching bark photos
Set Up the Center

Place the stack of photos near the center for
distribution during the investigation.
Guide the investigation

1.   Introduce the Bark Hunt. Ask,
• What is on the outside of a tree?
• Is all bark the same?
• How does bark feel?
• Have you ever smelled the bark of a tree?
Tell students that they will go on a bark hunt. Show them the photos you have taken of
bark from trees around the schoolyard.
2.   Match the Photos.  Distribute a bark photo to each student. Make sure you hand out
pairs of photos so each student will find a partner. Ask students to find the person who
has a photo exactly like theirs, and to sit down with that person.
3.   Take Students Outside.  Tell students that their next challenge is to find the tree in the
schoolyard that matches their photo. Take the group outside.  Walk together, stopping
to carefully examine the bark of each tree. For students who find their matching tree
early in the walk, pass out an additional photo for them to match.
Vocabulary

The best way for kindergartners to learn new vocabulary is for it to be used naturally in
context within the investigation. Try to include these words in discussions with
students.
		

bark		

		

bumpy		

		

rough				

		

smooth			
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Student Notebook questions
Inv. 1 Part 1:

How do people and animals use trees?

Inv. 1 Part 2:

What do trees need to live?

Inv. 1 Part 4:

What shapes are trees?

Inv. 1 Part 6:

What are the parts of trees?

Inv. 2 Part 1:

Where do leaves grow?

Inv. 2 Part 2:

What shapes are leaves?

Inv. 2 Part 3:

What landforms are in our community?

				

				

How are leaves different?
How are leaves the same?

Inv. 3 Part 3:

What food comes from trees?

Inv. 3 Part 4:

What are evergreen trees?

Inv. 2 Parts 4–5:

Inv. 3 Part 9:

				
				

What happens to trees in the spring?
What happens to trees in the fall?
What happens to trees in the winter?
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Name______________________________________________

home/school connection
investigation 1: fall trees
Read this out loud with your child, then do the activity together.
Think of a place near your home where there are trees. This should be a
place where there are not too many trees to count. Your street, block, yard, or
neighborhood park might be good choices. Without looking, guess how many
trees there are. Ask everyone in your family to guess the number of trees.

__________ thinks there are ______ trees.
__________ thinks there are ______ trees.
__________ thinks there are ______ trees.
__________ thinks there are ______ trees.
Next, go outside together and count the trees. Look at the kinds of trees you
find.
Compare the bark, the leaves, and the shapes of the trees. Answer these
questions.
•

How many trees did you find?

•

How many different kinds of leaves did you find?

•

What kind of animals did you find living in the trees?

•

What did you find around the trees?

Record what you saw.

We counted _______ trees.
We found
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Name______________________________________________

home/school connection
investigation 2: leaves
Play What’s My Leaf?
Number of players
2 or more—the more the merrier
Materials
8 leaves that have fallen from the same kind of tree
1 bag
Game 1: Spread out your leaves on a table and take a good, long look at them.
Each player chooses one leaf. Compare the leaves. Discover what makes your
leaf different from all the other leaves. Is it the smallest? Is it the biggest?
Does it have a special spot or mark on it? Does it have an unusual edge or
shape? When all players are sure they know how their leaf differs from all
the others, everyone returns their leaf to the bag. Mix up the pile gently and
spread them out again. Take turns finding your leaf.
To make the game easier, start with the same number of leaves as players.
To make the game more difficult, add a new leaf each time you play.

What makes your leaf special? Draw it here.

Game 2: Player 1 chooses a leaf from the group of leaves on the table, but
doesn’t tell anyone which leaf it is. The other players then try to guess which
leaf player 1 has chosen, by asking questions that can be answered yes or no.
FOSS Trees Module
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home/school connection

Name______________________________________________

Investigation 3: trees through the seasons
Adopt a tree! At school, we have adopted a tree to observe through the
seasons. You can do the same with a tree in your neighborhood. A good tree
to choose is one that you can easily visit. Maybe there is a tree that you walk
by every day. Get to know your tree. What shape is it? Feel its bark. Can
you reach around the tree? Look at its leaves. Does anything fall from your
tree? Are there any clues that any animals live in or visit your tree? A piece of
yarn or string can mark a twig on your tree, so you can look for any changes
that happen to the twig in the winter, spring, summer, or fall. Enjoy your tree;
no other tree is exactly like it.

This is my tree in the __________________________ .

						

(fall, winter, spring, or summer)
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LABELS FOR TREE POSTERS

Tree

Tree

branches

branches

leaves

leaves

roots

roots

trunk

trunk
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tree

tree

tree

tree
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roots

roots

roots

roots
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trunk

trunk

trunk

trunk
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branches

branches

branches

branches
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leaves

leaves

leaves

leaves
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LEAF SILHOUETTES AND OUTLINES 1
Reproduce this sheet on paper.
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LEAF SILHOUETTES AND OUTLINES 2
Reproduce this sheet on a transparency.
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LEAF SILHOUETTES—BIG AND LITTLE A
Reproduce this sheet on paper.
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LEAF SILHOUETTES—BIG AND LITTLE B
Reproduce this sheet on paper.
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LEAF SILHOUETTES—SAME SIZE
Reproduce this sheet on paper.
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